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DRAFT PROGRAMME
Thursday, 18 March 2021

In the Chair: Ms Lívia JÁRÓKA, MEP, Vice-President of the European Parliament

10:00 – 10:05 Welcome address
   Ms Lívia JÁRÓKA, MEP, Vice-President of the European Parliament

10:05 – 10:15 The role of the European Parliament and its place in the EU institutional framework
   Visits and Seminars Unit (DG COMM)

10:15 – 10:45 The role of the European Parliament in the EU enlargement policy
   Mr David MCALLISTER, MEP, Chair of the Committee on Foreign Affairs
   Questions and debate

10:45 – 11:15 The adoption process of the annual EP resolution on North Macedonia
   Mr Ilhan KYUCHYUK, MEP, Standing rapporteur for North Macedonia (tbc)
   Questions and debate

11:15 - 11:30 Break

11:30 - 12:00 The role of the EP delegation to the EU-North Macedonia JPC
   Mr Andreas SCHIEDER, MEP, Chair of the the EP Delegation to the EU-North Macedonia
   Questions and debate

12:00 -12:30 The EP activities in the field of democracy and human rights
   Mr Vladimír BILČÍK and Ms Tanja FAJON, MEPs, DEG Lead Members for the Western Balkans
   Questions and debate

- End of programme -